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Covariant density functional theory (CDFT) has provided a framework to develop successful
microscopic descriptions of nuclear structure[1]. An important feature of these relativistic meanfield
approaches, relies on the fact of requiring only a small number of parameters adjusted to
reproduce bulk properties of finite nuclei since they are derived from Lorentz invariant density
functionals that consistently connect the spin and spatial degrees of freedom in the nucleus. They
are valid over the entire periodic table, and have successfully been able to describe ground state
properties in finite spherical and deformed nuclei over the entire nuclear chart, from light nuclei
to super-heavy elements, and from the neutron drip line where halo phenomena are observed
to the proton drip line. Single particle configurations and spectroscopic factors have also been
successfully derived for nuclei at the limits of stability.
Applications to exotic decays have also been presented [2]. Fully self-consistent relativistic
description of proton emission from spherical nuclei, based on relativistic density functionals
derived from meson exchange and point coupling models, reproduced well the experimental
data and could identify the existence of correlations and configuration mixing effects.
We have generalize our model, and performed a fully relativistic self-consistent calculation to
describe decay from deformed nuclei. The proton wave function was obtained exactly from the
solution of the Dirac equation in a deformed mean field, with outgoing wave boundary condition,
therefore, with the correct asymptotic behaviour. The experimental data was reproduced, and
the nuclear structure properties of the emitter identified.
In this work, the theoretical procedure will be presented, and the comparison with the data
discussed.
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